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Abstract – The paper is on a thing which is made by the 
human and they fly (Aeroplane) and create a pollution. It 
gives detail information about what is aviation and it’s 
pollution,how it causes, the way engine work and result of 
pollution on environment .Working of the committee on 
the aviation pollution .Tool decided by the committee for 
reducing the pollution. Some more advance point for 
reducing pollution  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Aviation pollution mostly unheard topic but today 
need to be aware regarding this topic because it will 
become future trending topic in the world. Aviation 
department is increasing the G .D P of the world by 
3.5% in 2014 and in 2005 it was increasing 2.4% If 
we see near about 1.1 is the growth and total is 
3.5%. So these number are very big in the seance of 
world growth GDP. 

 

Look at the definition of aviation & its pollution:- 
Anything which fly in the sky and which is made by 
the human for seek of his purpose , and aviation 
pollution means pollution created by the thing which 
fly in the air and made by the man .There are various 
aviation pollution like (1) launching of rocket. (2) 
launching of space satellite (3)Aeroplane creates the 
biggest pollution in aviation department.While flying 
aeroplane some time no gasses are seen coming out 
and can’t be observable. But it is created. One of the 
report state that most minimum if we see how many 
plane are there in the sky, it will be 9,728 planes .So 
in the sky at any given time minimum are 9,728 
planes.It is normal not observed by the people that 

aeroplane creating pollution but it create a pollution. 
For knowing how it create pollution, we have to 
study the process (working) of engine of the 
aeroplane 

2. WORKING  

(1)First air is coming from outside climate to the engine 
inlet then there is first compressor which compress the 
air there are varies blades, some are stationary and some 
are moving. When air is coming from inlet there is 
moving blade and side to it there is stationary blade due 
to this air compress , it goes to second compressor in 
secondary,again air is compressed. There are blades 
which are becoming (or reduce)size. In this also the 
blades are moving and another blade is stationary due to 
reduce size the air gets more compressed .(2)Then this 
compressed and high temperature air goes to the 
combustion chamber where there are number of nozzles 
which are injecting the spree of fuel. These fuel get 
atomisation with the compressed and high pressure air. 
There is spark plug which gives spark due to which 
starts burning.(3) Then there are two turbine from 
which exhaust gas at high pressure passes, due to which 
turbine state rotating . Due to this energy is created, so 
one turbine shaft is connected to the one compressor 
and another turbine shaft is connected to another 
compressor shaft due to which compressor does not 
required to supply any another power supply (4) From 
turbine this gases go to the exhaust side and from their it 
goes to the out side climate  

 

3. CAUSES AND EFFECT 

3.1 REASON TO CAUSE POLLUTION 

The basic and important reason for creating a 
pollution from engine (1) If the plane is flying in 
more high altitude due to some reason than oxygen 
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required to burn the fuel is not sufficient so 
improper burning is occurring .So due to improper 
burning, the harmful gases are produce at the time 
of burning (2)If the sparking timing is not proper 
then there are chances to create a pollution because 
if the fuel is injected in the high pressured gas then 
spark is not there. Then that high pressured gas 
passes directly to turbine and then it exhaust from 
exhaust side ,after long time spark occurred then 
there is insufficient fuel in compressed gas due to 
which burning is not properly occurred and due to 
which harm full gases created. (3) Climate change 
can be a reason for creating pollution. If there is 
humid climate then that air will enter in the 
compressor, it will not get compressed properly 
because its density is increased. So improper 
compressed air will go to combustion chamber. Due 
to it’s automation of fuel with compressed air will 
not occurred properly and it’s burning will not occur 
smoothly. So it will create pollution. (4) Improper 
design is the biggest and most important reason for 
creating pollution. In various air craft while 
designing of engine secondary compressor and 
secondary turbine are not fitted, so it does not 
compress to high level. Due to this it affects on 
burning of fuel, which is less burn. .These thing are 
mostly done in commercial and domestic air craft to 
reduce price of air craft. So design should be proper 
even if cost required is higher.  

 3.2 EFFECTS: 

If we see what kind of gases are emitted from the 
aeroplane that gases are not that much different from 
the gases which are coming out from the vehicle. Then 
also whenever pollution topic comes, it normally said 
that vehicle creates the pollution but it is never said that 
aeroplane creates the pollution .So we have to 
concentrate on the pollution done by the aeroplane, it 
creates more pollution that compare normal vehicle. 

 CO2 (carbon dioxide ) it increase 
globe warming  

 NOx(nitrogen oxide ) it create 
problem for lung  

 Pm(particulate matter) it is less in 
the size of 2.5 micrometre 

  Sox (sulphate oxide ) it is main 
reason for acidic rain  

Let see the amount that one plane emit gas in the form of 
percentage. How many percentage and which gases are 
emitted by it, is in the table 1.1 

 

 

 

 

4. DETAIL ON AVIATION POLLUTION  

(1)Aviation pollution just not only stop here, it crates 
one more type of pollution from the main pollution 
gasses that pollution which generates from man 
pollution gases is called as indirect pollution (2) Indirect 
pollution occur mainly in the nitrogen oxide to enhance 
photochemical process by the troposphere ozone and 
loss of methane from CH4 . CH4 and O3 both are called as 
green house gases, PM2.5 is their when it mixed with 
high pressure rise air,. its mostly size is 2.5 its break in 
number of small partial and it will be spread more 
.(3)When plane is taking take off or landing on the air 
port at that time above 3000feet it is creating pollution 
in more amount ,and this pollution spread in local air . It 
is found that it spread up to 300km from the air port if 
we consider centre point as the air port so it is suggested 
that residential area should be away from the air 
port.(4)When plane is flying in the sky it is seen that 
white some thing like smoke is there, it is nothing but 
H2o water vapour which has come out from exhaust side 
of plane. Water vapour condense when the outside 
climate is more cold. (5)Due to this cloud are form and 
due to this biggest problem occur that is uneven rain 
occurring .(6)If we think plane is just only source of 
pollution in the airport that is not true. The system 
which required for launching the aeroplane the thing 
that is used for waking passengers in the plane 
(expander) that also create pollution in indirect way (7) 
They all are required energy in the form of mechanical or 
electrical which is generated by burning the fossil fuel 
.(8) In this Research paper till now it is mention that 
plane is creating pollution in the form of emission of 
gases. But in one more for it is creating that is in the form 
of noise. (9) It is creating this type of pollution of noise 
because the plane is using (kerosene in ethene or 

Pollutant content 

1 CO2 (carbon dioxide ) 70% 

2 NOx(nitrogen oxide )  

 

 

2% 

3 Pm(particulate matter) 

4 Sox (sulphate oxide ) 

5 H2o water vapour   28% 

(table 1.1.) 
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unleaded kerosene) which is having very high octane so 
high octane fuel takes time to burn but generate high 
energy (10) While taking time for burning gases which is 
their in the engine that gas partial collide each other due 
to high pressure  

5. FACTUAL POINT 

(1) In a historical analyse it is observed that the plane 
was invented in 1903s after some year in 1970s plane 
where use as a travelling purpose and if we compare 
today’s plane with 1970s plane it has reduce 70% of 
emission . (2)Minus that today one normal plane is 
creating 70% less pollution as compared to the 1970s 
plane (3) So if technological development is done than it 
is possible to reduce more pollution(4)In USA one 
research was done in that 50 air ports were taken into 
study (5)That result says that 10 air port where creating 
more pollution of pm (particulate matter) than the 
decided limit of pollution of air port .(6)An 20 air port 
are crating more pollution which cause Ozone layer 
depletion due to this (7)US government is forcing to 
reduce their pollution and applied some fines on them 
.(8)ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization ) has 
created some rules for a commercial plane for lot 
(landing and take off cycle).(9) That rule says that take 
off should be taken place 100% in the time of 0.7 minute 
time given for claiming at the percentage of 85% in 
2.2minute ,for landing which is most difficult part of 
planning flying so for the safety they have given more 
time that is 30% in 4minute .(10)This norm are created 
on the basic of analyst for reducing the pollution (11) 
The device which is used for measuring the emission of a 
plane that is LIDAR ( light detection and ranging ) this 
device can be used from remote area also  

6  GOAL OF ICAO AND SOLUTION 

6. 1 GOAL OF ICAO 

It is the organization which is working to reduce the 
pollution in the department of aviation it is international 
organization like Bharat Forge is a norm for Indian 
vehicle Like that only this organization is crating a norm 
for thing which are there in the field of aviation. For this 
work they have created some goals that are  

(1)Limit or reduce the number of people affected by air 
plane pollution  

(2)Limit or reduce the impact of aviation on emission on 
local air quality 

(3)Limit or reduce the impact of aviation green hose 
gases  

6.2 SOLUTION 

To work on this goal their is a plan, vision.. due to which 
we can effectively work on that way and get appropriate 

result so the ICAO has develop one tool due to which 
pollution will reduce and second it finalized the roo of 
traveling and it will be helpfully for the passenger which 
are sitting in the plane will have smooth work regarding 
airline root .  

 

EDS :- (1)It is the department where Research and 
Designs work is done for air craft regarding the way in 
which we can reduce pollution. How noise pollution can 
be reduce ,how cost of air craft can be reduce ,the way in 
which forecasting for the plane can be improved .(2)And 
this, desired information is given to the factory and they 
developed the aircraft  

APMT:- (3) In this it is seen that how many passengers 
are their on that route according to which airline buy a 
air craft and plane on that route if lees passenger are 
their these information is given to the APMT cost& 
benefit department and then planes are reduce on that 
route (4) If more passenger are there then this 
information is also given to the APMT cost & benefit 
department and then planes are increased.  

AEDT:- (5)When the plane is on the airport for lot cycle 
at that time it is checked that how much noise is created 
and it is also checked that how much emission the plane 
is dining it is added to the global noise assessment and 
what ever plane is doing emission ,that information is 
also added to the global emission assessment and the 
both global noise assessment and global emission 
assessment information is given to the APMT cost& 
benefit department 

Benefit of APMT(6) It is observed that whatever steps 
are taken by the APMT that are work successfully or not 
what more change should be taken to achieve positive 
result(7) This thing are observed in the way of climate 
impact and local climate quality ,noise and vibration  
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7. NEW WAY TO REDUCE POLLUTION: 

Hear are some ways by accepting it and by promoting 
new technology we can reduce pollution  

(1)Characterize the impact that in how many senses the 
plane is creating the pollution and the think the priority 
it import to take that route or not .(2)If we see that there 
is new rule that if air craft is half only filled by the 
passenger than flight can’t go on that route .Flight 
cancellation is there..(3) The human flying the airplane 
contributed to 95 percent of the fuel management 
related accidents,due to this life safety is neglected and 
due to fuel mismanagement pollution also created 
because in that fuel starvation (35 percent) and either 
fuel exhaustion (56 percent)(4)Best way to over come 
like this problem is that increase the tax on the fuel so 
price of fuel will hike and Pilates will not waste their 
fuel(5)Hydrocarbon plants are plants that follow certain 
metabolic pathways that produce hydrocarbon products 
similar to petroleum (6)like these research will be 
helpful for development for reducing pollution7)In 
cochin air port is there, in that they are not taking power 
supply from the government or any private sector whole 
electricity which is required that they are generating 

from solar panel .Whole area around the air port is 
surrounding by the solar panel .This air port is ideal for 
the world because this project is successful and its world 
first air port  

8. CONCLUSION  

The field aviation which is dynamically increasing world 
G.D.P ,and this field is going to increase rapidly since the 
future plane will be used not just for traveling long 
distance purpose but it will be surely use for short 
distance also, and try to developed new technology due 
to which pollution will reduce. 

Till new technology doesn't come in existence, and as 
much as possible reduce pollution by following all norms 
of ICAO 
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